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		Somebody once said that one may prove the correctness of an algorithm, but not of a
	
		program. One of the main goals of this book is to convince the reader that things are
	
		not so bad.
	


	
		A well-known programmer, C.A.R. Hoare, said that the beauty of a program is
	
		not an additional benefit but a criterion that separates success from failure. If, while
	
		solving problems in this book, you come to appreciate the beauty of a well-written
	
		program with each part in its correct place, the author’s goal will have been reached.
	


	
		Theoretically this book can be used to study programming without a computer:
	
		one could write (correct) programs with pencil and paper. But in practice the ability
	
		to run the programs is a challenge and a reward that makes programming a fun.
	


	
		We have utilized the problem-solution format. Some chapters are collections of
	
		problems having a common topic, while others are devoted to one specific algorithm
	
		(e.g., chapter 16 covers LR(1)-parsing). The chapters are more or less independent,
	
		but the concluding chapters are more difficult. Chapters 1–7 cover material usually
	
		included in undergraduate courses while chapters 15–16 are more appropriate for a
	
		graduate compiler course. In each chapter we have tried to give problems at different
	
		levels starting with easy exercises.
	


	
		Problems are usually provided with solutions, answers or hints. However, we
	
		strongly recommend to read the solution only after the reader makes a good faith
	
		attempt to solve it independently.
	


	
		The book is restricted to “micro-programming” leaving aside another very important
	
		topic: how to split the program into a manageable parts with nice interfaces
	
		between them. (Probably this can be learned only by reading and modifying rather
	
		large programs.)
	


	
		Pascal is used as a programming language; though being outdated, it is reasonably
	
		clear, so the readers familiar with any other procedural language (C, Modula,
	
		Oberon, etc.) will encounter no difficulties. For the reader’s convenience, a short appendix
	
		is added that lists basic differences between Pascal and C. It is intended to
	
		help the reader who knows C to understand the program notation in the book (but
	
		cannot replace textbooks on C).
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Microsoft Mapping Second Edition: Geospatial Development in Windows 10 with Bing Maps and C#Apress, 2015

	This 200 page revised edition of Microsoft Mapping includes the latest details about SQL Server 2014 and the new 3D and Streetside-capable map control for Windows 10 applications. It contains updated chapters on Microsoft Azure and Power Map for Excel plus a new chapter on Bing Maps for Universal Windows. The book tells a story, from...
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Extrapolation Methods (Studies in Computational Mathematics)North Holland, 1991
This volume is a self-contained, exhaustive exposition of the extrapolation methods theory, and of the various algorithms and procedures for accelerating the convergence of scalar and vector sequences. Many subroutines (written in FORTRAN 77) with instructions for their use are provided on a floppy disk in order to demonstrate to those working with...
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Excel 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to take your Excel applications to the next level by harnessing the power of the VBA language. This comprehensive resource will help you gain more control over your spreadsheets by using VBA while also showing you how to develop more dynamic Excel applications for other users. From introductory concepts to advanced developer topics, it...
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Domain Names: How to Choose and Protect a Great Name for Your Website (Quick & Legal)Nolo, 2000
With clever (and even not-so-clever) names for websites disappearing faster than you can say "Internet Start-Up," e-entrepreneurs need to know that their choice won't be whisked out from under their ISPs.
This book explains in plain English how to choose, register and protect a domain name that works. Written both for those...
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Visio 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Visio® 2007 Bible is as comprehensive a guide to the popular Microsoft diagramming software as a book of less than 1000 pages can be. Covering both Visio Standard and Visio Professional, this book explains Visio fundamentals as well as more advanced techniques that help you master any type of diagram. It also describes in detail how to use each...
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Character Modeling with Maya and ZBrush: Professional polygonal modeling techniquesFocal Press, 2008
Maya is at the forefront of 3D graphics. The newest version of Maya has a host of new features and improvements to help the modeler achieve amazing results.

Before we move into modeling let’s go over some guideline we want to stick with to ensure clean models. These are concepts to follow when dealing with all models, be it a low...
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